The ruins of the old school

– AN ADVENTURE FOR LOW LEVEL CHARACTERS
Background:
The old wizard's school for
magical prodigies was destroyed
by unknown forces and lie ripe
for
plundering by any
adventurers brave enough to
venture there...
Wandering Monsters:

d6:
1:
1d4 Giant Bats (if night,
otherwise nothing)
2:
Skunk
3:
1d4 giant rats
4:
Harpy from Building 7
(harpy can be hidden from in bldgs 2,5, and 6
only)
5.

6.

1d4 skeletons
1 orc scout (will run to notify

others in bldg. 6)

map scale: 1cm = apx. 20ish feet
written by bulette
http://www.dungeonsndigressions.blogspot.com

ARea Key:

1. Stables: Horse bones, burnt up wooden stables, some old horseshoes, manure.
2. The Old Mess Hall/Cafeteria : lots of burnt wood, bits of pottery and some whole plates, nothing much of value
(d20 cp), 1 unlikely looking silver dagger (10 gp value, minus 1 to hit!), careful search reveals cursed gem dice
(value 60gp, -2 to all saving throws!).
3. The Old School's Library: mostly ruinous, the books and even shelving long ago having been broken and turned into not
much more than into camp fire wood, there are still some loose parchments that may be of value to a highly attentive
party, inc. excerpts from a bestiary referencing the best way to combat undead monkeys as well as how to tell a Boring
Beetle from a Fire Beetle (value 10gp). Monster = giant earwig (treat as centipede)
4. The Resident Assistant's residence: Particularly ruined - including (apparently) various species' scat... serious
investigation will reveal d10gp/sp/cp but if not very diligent about searching, d12 rot grobs will infect the
searching PC(s).
5. Women's dormitory – rather well kept, considering the deserted state, bunk beds & a few still intact (though empty)
armoires... a Giant Scorpion sunning in a window's skylight, treasure: d20 sp & loose parchment containing
enlarge spell.
6. Men's dormitory: – completely ruined.
Here are 4 orcs, one obviously slightly stronger than the others (leader),
sitting in the back of the room with feet up on (desks?) furniture and smoking halflings' pipe-weed.
They are easily
surprised (initiative automatically given to PCs).
Treasure: d10x4gb & d20 sp, plus Pipe-Weed (5gp value). Serious
searches will uncover scroll of magic mouth and Ring of Hardening (Constitution = +1 bonus).
7. Headmaster's (Wizard's) Tower and nearby areas: 1st level: stairs to 2nd level are fallen down, smashed & burnt wooden
furniture, misc. parchment fragments, monster: Giant Centipede, treasure: Scroll of Mirror Image - 2nd level: smashed &
burnt furniture, large nest, monster: Harpy, treasure: d6x1000 sp,, 2 gems @ 25gb each: Basement: smashed remnants of
wine racks, partially flooded, large bear trap submerged in muddy water does d4 dmg, d6 for halflings, under water:
dead halfling skeleton, dagger, secret door
drains water & leads to dungeon training grounds (optional). NW of the
tower is a (poisonous) well which now houses the deceased and cursed headmaster himself, resulting in attack of said in
the form of a wight (lies in wait until PCs descent to water level), albeit struggling in deep water with resulting
-1 to hit rolls (cannot escape well without “aid” of PCs), treasure = d20 sp only! ...Apx. 60' North of tower falling
down rock wall at the NW of A leveled field (apparently for sports/excercise/training/dodge fireball)...misc. Graffiti:
“Ozrick Was Here”, “School's Out Forever”, etc.
8. Headmaster's Herb Garden: the abandoned garden to the SE of the tower: overgrown, valuable herbs (for magic users)
=10gp value
9. Bread Oven: The old school's bread oven is now inhabited by 1d6 rats and 1 giant rat.
Treasure = none!
10. (Ruinous) Old Main Well for the school: there are numerous skeletons of the old students, should serious
investigation be pursued, cursed skeletons (d6) will attempt attack at -2 to hit due to high water level.
Treasure:
d12 gp & d100x2 sp, all submerged and taking significant retrieval time (1-10 turns at least).
Rumors on d6; 1-2 There is a secret dungeon below the old headmaster's tower (true?), 3-4: an evil sorceress bewitches adventurers (sort of true, see harpy), 5-6 there
are poisonous herbs on the old school's grounds (false, see 8 above).

